The Day The Nazis Came The Astonishing True Story Of A
Childhood Journey From Nazi Occupied Guernsey To The Dark
Heart Of A German Prison Camp
Eventually, you will completely discover a new experience and attainment by spending more cash. nevertheless when? attain you acknowledge that
you require to get those all needs later than having significantly cash? Why dont you try to acquire something basic in the beginning? Thats
something that will guide you to comprehend even more around the globe, experience, some places, later than history, amusement, and a lot more?
It is your unconditionally own grow old to performance reviewing habit. in the course of guides you could enjoy now is the day the nazis came the
astonishing true story of a childhood journey from nazi occupied guernsey to the dark heart of a german prison camp below.

Eight Days in May: The Final Collapse of the Third Reich - Volker
Ullrich 2021-09-21
"[G]ripping, immaculately researched . . . In Mr. Ullrich’s account, the
murderous behavior of the Reich’s last-ditch loyalists was not a reaction
born of rage or of stubbornness in the face of defeat—common enough in
war—but of something that had long ago tipped over into the
pathological." —Andrew Stuttaford, Wall Street Journal The best-selling
author of Hitler: Ascent and Hitler: Downfall reconstructs the chaotic,
otherworldly last days of Nazi Germany. In a bunker deep below Berlin’s
Old Reich Chancellery, Adolf Hitler and his new bride, Eva Braun, took
their own lives just after 3:00 p.m. on April 30, 1945—Hitler by gunshot
to the temple, Braun by ingesting cyanide. But the Führer’s suicide did
not instantly end either Nazism or the Second World War in Europe. Far
from it: the eight days that followed were among the most traumatic in
modern history, witnessing not only the final paroxysms of bloodshed and
the frantic surrender of the Wehrmacht, but the total disintegration of
the once-mighty Third Reich. In Eight Days in May, the award-winning
historian and Hitler biographer Volker Ullrich draws on an astonishing

variety of sources, including diaries and letters of ordinary Germans, to
narrate a society’s descent into Hobbesian chaos. In the town of Demmin
in the north, residents succumbed to madness and committed mass
suicide. In Berlin, Soviet soldiers raped German civilians on a nearunprecedented scale. In Nazi-occupied Prague, Czech insurgents led an
uprising in the hope that General George S. Patton would come to their
aid but were brutally put down by German units in the city. Throughout
the remains of Third Reich, huge numbers of people were on the move,
creating a surrealistic tableau: death marches of concentration-camp
inmates crossed paths with retreating Wehrmacht soldiers and groups of
refugees; columns of POWs encountered those of liberated slave laborers
and bombed-out people returning home. A taut, propulsive narrative,
Eight Days in May takes us inside the phantomlike regime of Hitler’s
chosen successor, Admiral Karl Dönitz, revealing how the desperate
attempt to impose order utterly failed, as frontline soldiers deserted and
Nazi Party fanatics called on German civilians to martyr themselves in a
last stand against encroaching Allied forces. In truth, however, the postHitler government represented continuity more than change: its leaders
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categorically refused to take responsibility for their crimes against
humanity, an attitude typical not just of the Nazi elite but also of large
segments of the German populace. The consequences would be severe.
Eight Days in May is not only an indispensable account of the Nazi
endgame, but a historic work that brilliantly examines the costs of mass
delusion.
Amazing Stories of the Space Age - Rod Pyle 2017
Reveals the most unusual space missions ever devised inside and outside
of NASA during a time when nothing was too odd to be taken seriously,
and the race to the moon and the threat from the Soviet Union trumped
all other considerations. --Publisher.
Amazing Airmen - Ian Darling 2009-09-07
Canadian and British airmen engaged in fierce and deadly battles in the
skies over Europe during the Second World War. Those who survived
often had to overcome incredible obstacles to do so. These painstakingly
researched stories will enable you to feel what veterans endured while
young men in the air war against Nazi Germany.
The Day the Nazis Came - Stephen R. Matthews 2016-10-16
By the time he was six years old, Stephen had been bombarded by the
Luftwaffe and deported from occupied Guernsey, along with his family,
to a prison camp in the heart of Adolf Hitler’s Third Reich. He had seen
men die in front of him and walked with Jewish prisoners straight off the
cattle-trucks from Bergen- Belsen. He had nearly drowned, narrowly
avoided being savaged by Alsatian guard dogs, been beaten by a
pathological member of the SS and had his hand broken by a guard
whilst attempting to feed a Russian prisoner. The family kept going
through three and a half years of imprisonment, reinforced by their
strong sense of survival and their loving support for each other, before a
dramatic and violent liberation by Allied forces ended their ordeal. Yet
when they were eventually returned to Guernsey, it was to find that their
tranquil home had been stricken and scarred by Nazi occupation. Told
through Steven Matthews’ own memories, as well as writing from his
mother’s diaries and previously unpublished photographs, The Day the
Nazis Came is an utterly unique memoir. Depicting the world of Nazi

prison camps through the eyes of a child – a world in which the real
dangers often seemed trivial and every day was a new adventure – it tells
not just of the prisoners’ plight, but provides an important and poignant
reminder that not every German soldier was cruel and hateful. Above all,
it pays tribute to the preciousness of childhood, and shows that human
kindness may flower in the unlikeliest of places.
D-Day Girls - Sarah Rose 2020-03-17
NATIONAL BESTSELLER • The dramatic, untold history of the heroic
women recruited by Britain’s elite spy agency to help pave the way for
Allied victory in World War II “Gripping. Spies, romance, Gestapo thugs,
blown-up trains, courage, and treachery (lots of treachery)—and all of it
true.”—Erik Larson, author of The Devil in the White City and Dead Wake
In 1942, the Allies were losing, Germany seemed unstoppable, and every
able man in England was on the front lines. To “set Europe ablaze,” in
the words of Winston Churchill, the Special Operations Executive (SOE),
whose spies were trained in everything from demolition to
sharpshooting, was forced to do something unprecedented: recruit
women. Thirty-nine answered the call, leaving their lives and families to
become saboteurs in France. In D-Day Girls, Sarah Rose draws on
recently declassified files, diaries, and oral histories to tell the thrilling
story of three of these remarkable women. There’s Andrée Borrel, a
scrappy and streetwise Parisian who blew up power lines with the
Gestapo hot on her heels; Odette Sansom, an unhappily married
suburban mother who saw the SOE as her ticket out of domestic life and
into a meaningful adventure; and Lise de Baissac, a fiercely independent
member of French colonial high society and the SOE’s unflappable
“queen.” Together, they destroyed train lines, ambushed Nazis, plotted
prison breaks, and gathered crucial intelligence—laying the groundwork
for the D-Day invasion that proved to be the turning point in the war.
Rigorously researched and written with razor-sharp wit, D-Day Girls is an
inspiring story for our own moment of resistance: a reminder of what
courage—and the energy of politically animated women—can accomplish
when the stakes seem incalculably high. Praise for D-Day Girls
“Rigorously researched . . . [a] thriller in the form of a non-fiction
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book.”—Refinery29 “Equal parts espionage-romance thriller and
historical narrative, D-Day Girls traces the lives and secret activities of
the 39 women who answered the call to infiltrate France. . . . While
chronicling the James Bond-worthy missions and love affairs of these
women, Rose vividly captures the broken landscape of war.”—The
Washington Post “Gripping history . . . thoroughly researched and
written as smoothly as a good thriller, this is a mesmerizing story of
creativity, perseverance, and astonishing heroism.”—Publishers Weekly
(starred review)
Language of the Third Reich - Victor Klemperer 2006-07-01
Victor Klemperer was Professor of French Literature at Dresden
University. As a Jew, he was removed from his post in 1935, only
surviving thanks to his marriage to an Aryan. Presenting a study of
language and its engagement with history, this book draws form
Klemperer's conviction that the language of the Third Reich helped to
create its culture.
Wall Street and the Rise of Hitler - Antony Cyril Sutton 2012-12-17
‘The contribution made by American capitalism to German war
preparations can only be described as phenomenal. It was certainly
crucial to German military capabilities... Not only was an influential
sector of American business aware of the nature of Naziism, but for its
own purposes aided Naziism wherever possible (and profitable) - with
full knowledge that the probable outcome would be war involving Europe
and the United States.’ Penetrating a cloak of falsehood, deception and
duplicity, Professor Antony C. Sutton reveals one of the most remarkable
but unreported facts of the Second World War: that key Wall Street
banks and American businesses supported Hitler’s rise to power by
financing and trading with Nazi Germany. Carefully tracing this closely
guarded secret through original documents and eyewitness accounts,
Sutton comes to the unsavoury conclusion that the catastrophic Second
World War was extremely profitable for a select group of financial
insiders. He presents a thoroughly documented account of the role
played by J.P. Morgan, T.W. Lamont, the Rockefeller interests, General
Electric Company, Standard Oil, National City Bank, Chase and

Manhattan banks, Kuhn, Loeb and Company, General Motors, the Ford
Motor Company, and scores of others in helping to prepare the bloodiest,
most destructive war in history. This classic study, first published in
1976 - the third volume of a trilogy - is reproduced here in its original
form. (The other volumes in the series study the 1917 Lenin-Trotsky
Revolution in Russia and the 1933 election of Franklin D. Roosevelt in
the United States.)
The Missing: The True Story of My Family in World War II Michael Rosen 2020-10-20
An award-winning author and poet traces the history of his relatives lost
in the Holocaust in a personal, powerful narrative with resonance for
readers today. “They were there at the beginning of the war, but they
were gone by the end. I suppose they died in the camps.” That’s all
young Michael Rosen, born in England just after the end of the Second
World War, was told about the six great-aunts and great-uncles who had
been living in Poland or France at the beginning of that war. This wasn’t
enough for him. So, as an adult, he started to search. He asked relatives
for any papers they might have. He read book after book. He searched
online, time and again, as more information was digitized and suddenly
there to be found. In a unique mix of memoir, history, and poetry, scholar
and children’s literature luminary Michael Rosen explores his family
history, digging up more details than he ever thought he would and
sharing them with readers so that now, a lifetime after the Nazis tried to
make the world forget the Rosen family and the rest of Europe’s Jews, his
readers can do something essential: remember. With an extensive list of
titles for further reading, maps of France and Poland, a family tree, and
an introduction by lauded author and anthologist Marc Aronson, this
immensely readable narrative offers a vital tool for talking to children
about the Holocaust against the background of the ongoing refugee
crisis.
Into the Forest - Rebecca Frankel 2021-09-07
A 2021 National Jewish Book Award Finalist One of Smithsonian
Magazine's Best History Books of 2021 "An uplifting tale, suffused with a
karmic righteousness that is, at times, exhilarating." —Wall Street
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Journal "A gripping narrative that reads like a page turning thriller
novel." —NPR In the summer of 1942, the Rabinowitz family narrowly
escaped the Nazi ghetto in their Polish town by fleeing to the forbidding
Bialowieza Forest. They miraculously survived two years in the
woods—through brutal winters, Typhus outbreaks, and merciless Nazi
raids—until they were liberated by the Red Army in 1944. After the war
they trekked across the Alps into Italy where they settled as refugees
before eventually immigrating to the United States. During the first
ghetto massacre, Miriam Rabinowitz rescued a young boy named Philip
by pretending he was her son. Nearly a decade later, a chance encounter
at a wedding in Brooklyn would lead Philip to find the woman who saved
him. And to discover her daughter Ruth was the love of his life. From a
little-known chapter of Holocaust history, one family’s inspiring true
story.
SS Englander - Eric Meyer 2010-04
The incredible story of an Englishmen imprisoned in Germany at the
outbreak of World War II, then forced to join the SS Liebstandarte Adolf
Hitler by his one time fencing partner Reinhardt Heydrich. In 1944 he
was given the task of assisting in the formation of the British Free Corps,
a volunteer Waffen-SS Unit consisting mainly of British POW's and
deserters.
The Amazing Story of Lise Meitner - Andrew Norman 2021-07-07
The book describes how Lisa Meitner, of Jewish heritage, found herself
working as a physicist at the Kaiser Wilhelm Institute in Berlin when the
Nazis came to power in 1933; how she was hounded out of the country
and forced to relocate to Sweden; how German chemists Otto Hahn and
Fritz Strassman continued with the project – on the effect of bombarding
uranium (the heaviest known element at the time) with neutrons, a
project which Lise herself had initiated, being the intellectual leader of
the group. It describes how Hahn and Strassmann, with whom she kept
in touch, came up with some extraordinary results which they were at a
loss to explain; how Lise, and her nephew Otto Frisch, who was also a
physicist, confirmed what they had achieved - the ‘splitting of the atom’,
no less, and provided them with a theoretical explanation for it. This laid

the foundation for nuclear power, medical-scanning technology,
radiotherapy, electronics, and of course, the atomic bomb - the creation
of which filled Lise with horror. It describes the crucial part that Lise
played in our understanding of the world of atoms, and how deliberate
and strenuous attempts were made to deny her contribution; to belittle
her achievements, and to write her out of the history books, even though
Albert Einstein said she was even ‘more talented than Marie Curie
herself’. The author is fortunate and honoured to have been granted
several interviews with Lise’s nephew Philip Meitner – himself a refugee
from the Nazis - who with his wife Anne, provided much valuable
information and many photographs.
Prisoner B-3087 - Alan Gratz 2013-03-01
Survive. At any cost. 10 concentration camps. 10 different places where
you are starved, tortured, and worked mercilessly. It's something no one
could imagine surviving. But it is what Yanek Gruener has to face. As a
Jewish boy in 1930s Poland, Yanek is at the mercy of the Nazis who have
taken over. Everything he has, and everyone he loves, have been
snatched brutally from him. And then Yanek himself is taken prisoner -his arm tattooed with the words PRISONER B-3087. He is forced from
one nightmarish concentration camp to another, as World War II rages
all around him. He encounters evil he could have never imagined, but
also sees surprising glimpses of hope amid the horror. He just barely
escapes death, only to confront it again seconds later. Can Yanek make it
through the terror without losing his hope, his will -- and, most of all, his
sense of who he really is inside? Based on an astonishing true story.
Hitler's Home Front - Jill Stephenson 2006-12-31
This is a groundbreaking new study of an overlooked area of Second
World War History.
Safe Passage - Ida Cook 2008-11-01
A remarkable memoir about two sisters and their brave acts of resistance
and heroism during World War II Ida and Louise Cook are two ordinary
Englishwomen, seemingly destined never to stray from their quiet
London suburb and comfortable civil service jobs. But in 1923, a chance
encounter sparked a determination to rescue of dozens of Jews facing
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persecution and death. Even when Ida began to earn thousands as a
successful romance novelist, the sisters never departed from their
homespun virtues of thrift, hard work, self-sacrifice and unwavering
moral conviction. Through ingenuity, bottomless goodwill, and incredible
bravery, the Cook sisters embark on dangerous undercover missions into
the heart of Nazi Germany. They directed every spare resource toward
saving as many people as they could from Hitler’s death camps, and
coordinated networks of satellite families in safe nations for displaced
Jews. No one would have predicted such glamorous and daring lives for
Ida and Louise Cook—but saving people became their greatest
happiness. First published in 1950, Ida’s memoir of the adventures she
and Louise shared remains as fresh, vital and entertaining as the woman
who wrote it, and is a moving testament to the extraordinary acts of
courage by two everyday heroes. “Safe Passage is well worth reading.”
—The New Yorker
The 97.3% True and Amazing Adventures of Zeus - Matt Caffrey
2018-07-20
Zeus was named after a Greek god, which he is not; he is a dog. Zeus is a
Newfoundland dog, a breed that looks like a black bear, can swim like a
polar bear, is as strong as a grizzly bear, and as loyal aswell, as loyal as a
dog, actually. But despite these remarkable characteristics, he has one
major problem: Hes afraid of heights. After being adopted by a gruff but
friendly fisherman named Capt. Apache Bluegills, Zeus finds a welcome
home in a small fishing town called Flatrock Cove in Newfoundland,
Canada. Zeus is quick to admire the Sea Sentinels, the towns elite team
of Newfie dogs who keep the shoreline safe by patrolling the seaside
cliffs and diving into the ocean at the first sign of trouble. He wishes to
join the team but is disappointed when his fear of heights prevents him.
When Capt. Bluegills goes on a fishing trip for a few weeks, Zeus decides
instead to follow his passion and embark on a journey of his own. Follow
the wild adventures of Zeus, the fishermans Newf, as he travels overseas,
learns many new things, samples strange and wonderful food, and makes
lifelong friends. Of course, keeping out of trouble during his adventures
is much harder than he thinks, especially for such a curious fellow as he.

Zeus ventures from his home in Newfoundland (which most humans call
the Rock) and sails across the Atlantic Ocean all the way to France.
There he meets a sophisticated French poodle named Poutine, and
together they explore Paris. However, Zeus soon discovers that the
people of France believe he is something else entirely: a wild beast, who
wants to eat all the fat French babies he can google up! Will Zeus learn
to overcome his greatest fear in Paris? Will he escape the French military
police, the Gendarmerie nationale, who are determined to capture and
cage him? Will he make it back home before Capt. Bluegills returns from
his fishing trip? And will the most beautiful of all the Newfie dogs,
Electra, be there waiting for him even if he is not a Sea Sentinel?
The Amazing Adventures of the Jewish People - Max I. Dimont 1984
Presents a history of the Jewish people throughout the ages.
Unstoppable - Joshua M. Greene 2021-04-06
Winner – Best of Los Angeles Award's "Best Holocaust Book - 2021" “A
must-read that hopefully will be adapted for the screen. Greene lets
Wilzig’s effervescent spirit shine through, and his story will appeal to a
wide variety of readers.” - Library Journal Unstoppable is the ultimate
immigrant story and an epic David-and-Goliath adventure. While
American teens were socializing in ice cream parlors, Siggi was suffering
beatings by Nazi hoodlums for being a Jew and was soon deported along
with his family to the darkest place the world has ever known: Auschwitz.
Siggi used his wits to stay alive, pretending to have trade skills the Nazis
could exploit to run the camp. After two death marches and near
starvation, he was liberated from camp Mauthausen and went to work for
the US Army hunting Nazis, a service that earned him a visa to America.
On arrival, he made three vows: to never go hungry again, to support the
Jewish people, and to speak out against injustice. He earned his first
dollar shoveling snow after a fierce blizzard. His next job was laboring in
toxic sweatshops. From these humble beginnings, he became President,
Chairman and CEO of a New York Stock Exchange-listed oil company
and grew a full-service commercial bank to more than $4 billion in
assets. Siggi’s ascent from the darkest of yesterdays to the brightest of
tomorrows holds sway over the imagination in this riveting narrative of
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grit, cunning, luck, and the determination to live life to the fullest.
Blitzed - Norman Ohler 2017-03-07
A New York Times bestseller, Norman Ohler's Blitzed is a "fascinating,
engrossing, often dark history of drug use in the Third Reich”
(Washington Post). The Nazi regime preached an ideology of physical,
mental, and moral purity. Yet as Norman Ohler reveals in this gripping
history, the Third Reich was saturated with drugs: cocaine, opiates, and,
most of all, methamphetamines, which were consumed by everyone from
factory workers to housewives to German soldiers. In fact, troops were
encouraged, and in some cases ordered, to take rations of a form of
crystal meth—the elevated energy and feelings of invincibility associated
with the high even help to account for the breakneck invasion that sealed
the fall of France in 1940, as well as other German military victories.
Hitler himself became increasingly dependent on injections of a cocktail
of drugs—ultimately including Eukodal, a cousin of heroin—administered
by his personal doctor. Thoroughly researched and rivetingly readable,
Blitzed throws light on a history that, until now, has remained in the
shadows. “Delightfully nuts.”—The New Yorker
Hitler's Will - Herman Rothman 2011-11-08
Herman Rothman arrived in Britain from Germany as a Jewish refugee in
1939, on the eve of the Second World War. He volunteered for HM
Forces, serving in the Intelligence Corps, and in 1945 was posted to
Westertimke and Fallingbostel prisoner of war camps to interrogate
high-ranking Nazi war criminals. When papers were discovered sewn
into the shoulders of a jacket belonging to Heinz Lorenz, who had been
Joseph Goebbels' press secretary, he and a team of four others were
charged with translating them under conditions of the deepest secrecy.
The documents turned out to be the originals of Hitler's personal and
political wills, and Goebbels' addendum. Later, in Rotenburg hospital,
Rothman interrogated Hermann Karnau, who had been a police guard in
Hitler's bunker, to establish informaiton about the Fuhrer's death.
'Hitler's Will' is the amazing true story of Herman Rothman's remarkable
life, including how he managed to escape from Nazi Germany before the
War began, and his role in bringing to light Hitler's personal and political

testaments.
Three Ordinary Girls - Tim Brady 2021-02-23
“The book's teenage protagonists and their bravery will enthrall young
adults, who may find themselves inspired to take up their own causes.”
—Washington Post An astonishing World War II story of a trio of fearless
female resisters whose youth and innocence belied their extraordinary
daring in the Nazi-occupied Netherlands. It also made them the
underground’s most invaluable commodity. May 10, 1940. The
Netherlands was swarming with Third Reich troops. In seven days it’s
entirely occupied by Nazi Germany. Joining a small resistance cell in the
Dutch city of Haarlem were three teenage girls: Hannie Schaft, and
sisters Truus and Freddie Oversteegen who would soon band together to
form a singular female underground squad. Smart, fiercely political,
devoted solely to the cause, and “with nothing to lose but their own
lives,” Hannie, Truus, and Freddie took terrifying direct action against
Nazi targets. That included sheltering fleeing Jews, political dissidents,
and Dutch resisters. They sabotaged bridges and railways, and donned
disguises to lead children from probable internment in concentration
camps to safehouses. They covertly transported weapons and set military
facilities ablaze. And they carried out the assassinations of German
soldiers and traitors–on public streets and in private traps–with the
courage of veteran guerilla fighters and the cunning of seasoned spies.
In telling this true story through the lens of a fearlessly unique trio of
freedom fighters, Tim Brady offers a fascinating perspective of the Dutch
resistance during the war. Of lives under threat; of how these
courageous young women became involved in the underground; and of
how their dedication evolved into dangerous, life-threatening missions on
behalf of Dutch patriots–regardless of the consequences. Harrowing,
emotional, and unforgettable, Three Ordinary Girls finally moves these
three icons of resistance into the deserved forefront of world history.
They Thought They Were Free - Milton Mayer 2017-11-28
“When this book was first published it received some attention from the
critics but none at all from the public. Nazism was finished in the bunker
in Berlin and its death warrant signed on the bench at Nuremberg.”
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That’s Milton Mayer, writing in a foreword to the 1966 edition of They
Thought They Were Free. He’s right about the critics: the book was a
finalist for the National Book Award in 1956. General readers may have
been slower to take notice, but over time they did—what we’ve seen over
decades is that any time people, across the political spectrum, start to
feel that freedom is threatened, the book experiences a ripple of word-ofmouth interest. And that interest has never been more prominent or
potent than what we’ve seen in the past year. They Thought They Were
Free is an eloquent and provocative examination of the development of
fascism in Germany. Mayer’s book is a study of ten Germans and their
lives from 1933-45, based on interviews he conducted after the war when
he lived in Germany. Mayer had a position as a research professor at the
University of Frankfurt and lived in a nearby small Hessian town which
he disguised with the name “Kronenberg.” “These ten men were not men
of distinction,” Mayer noted, but they had been members of the Nazi
Party; Mayer wanted to discover what had made them Nazis. His
discussions with them of Nazism, the rise of the Reich, and mass
complicity with evil became the backbone of this book, an indictment of
the ordinary German that is all the more powerful for its refusal to let the
rest of us pretend that our moment, our society, our country are
fundamentally immune. A new foreword to this edition by eminent
historian of the Reich Richard J. Evans puts the book in historical and
contemporary context. We live in an age of fervid politics and hyperbolic
rhetoric. They Thought They Were Free cuts through that, revealing
instead the slow, quiet accretions of change, complicity, and abdication
of moral authority that quietly mark the rise of evil.
Destined to Witness - Hans Massaquoi 2009-10-13
This is a story of the unexpected.In Destined to Witness, Hans Massaquoi
has crafted a beautifully rendered memoir -- an astonishing true tale of
how he came of age as a black child in Nazi Germany. The son of a
prominent African and a German nurse, Hans remained behind with his
mother when Hitler came to power, due to concerns about his fragile
health, after his father returned to Liberia. Like other German boys,
Hans went to school; like other German boys, he swiftly fell under the

Fuhrer's spell. So he was crushed to learn that, as a black child, he was
ineligible for the Hitler Youth. His path to a secondary education and an
eventual profession was blocked. He now lived in fear that, at any
moment, he might hear the Gestapo banging on the door -- or Allied
bombs falling on his home. Ironic,, moving, and deeply human,
Massaquoi's account of this lonely struggle for survival brims with
courage and intelligence.
The Light of Days - Judy Batalion 2021-04-06
THE INSTANT NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER! Also on the USA
Today, Washington Post, Boston Globe, Globe and Mail, Publishers
Weekly, and Indie bestseller lists. One of the most important stories of
World War II, already optioned by Steven Spielberg for a major motion
picture: a spectacular, searing history that brings to light the
extraordinary accomplishments of brave Jewish women who became
resistance fighters—a group of unknown heroes whose exploits have
never been chronicled in full, until now. Witnesses to the brutal murder
of their families and neighbors and the violent destruction of their
communities, a cadre of Jewish women in Poland—some still in their
teens—helped transform the Jewish youth groups into resistance cells to
fight the Nazis. With courage, guile, and nerves of steel, these “ghetto
girls” paid off Gestapo guards, hid revolvers in loaves of bread and jars
of marmalade, and helped build systems of underground bunkers. They
flirted with German soldiers, bribed them with wine, whiskey, and home
cooking, used their Aryan looks to seduce them, and shot and killed
them. They bombed German train lines and blew up a town’s water
supply. They also nursed the sick, taught children, and hid families. Yet
the exploits of these courageous resistance fighters have remained
virtually unknown. As propulsive and thrilling as Hidden Figures, In the
Garden of Beasts, and Band of Brothers, The Light of Days at last tells
the true story of these incredible women whose courageous yet littleknown feats have been eclipsed by time. Judy Batalion—the
granddaughter of Polish Holocaust survivors—takes us back to 1939 and
introduces us to Renia Kukielka, a weapons smuggler and messenger
who risked death traveling across occupied Poland on foot and by train.
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Joining Renia are other women who served as couriers, armed fighters,
intelligence agents, and saboteurs, all who put their lives in mortal
danger to carry out their missions. Batalion follows these women through
the savage destruction of the ghettos, arrest and internment in Gestapo
prisons and concentration camps, and for a lucky few—like Renia, who
orchestrated her own audacious escape from a brutal Nazi jail—into the
late 20th century and beyond. Powerful and inspiring, featuring twenty
black-and-white photographs, The Light of Days is an unforgettable true
tale of war, the fight for freedom, exceptional bravery, female friendship,
and survival in the face of staggering odds. NPR's Best Books of 2021
National Jewish Book Award, 2021 Canadian Jewish Literary Award,
2021
An Underground Life - Gad Beck 1999
THAT A JEW LIVING IN NAZI BERLIN survived the Holocaust at all is
surprising. That he was a homosexual, and also a leader in the
resistance, and survived is amazing. But that he endured the ongoing
horror with an open heart, with love and humor and without vitriol, and
has now written about it so beautifully is truly miraculous. This is Gad
Beck's story. Love gave Gad Beck both the impetus and strength to fight.
Born Gerhard Beck in a Christian-Jewish household, he first experienced
the growing power and influence of National Socialism only as an
uncertain threat. As Jews began to be forced out of German social,
political, and economic life, the young Gerhard embraced his Jewish
heritage, joined Zionist youth groups, and took the Hebrew name Gad.
Then the Nazis came for Manfred Lewin, Beck's first love, and for the
Lewin family. Gad's love for Manfred gave him the courage to don a
three-sizes-too-large Hitler Youth uniform, march into the assembly camp
where the Lewins were being held, and demand -- and obtain, to his
astonishment -- the release of his lover. But Manfred would not leave
without his family, and so went back into the camp. The Lewins did not
survive. Still in his teens, Gad Beck was soon an important contact in
Berlin for the Swiss-based Zionist organization Hechalutz and led a
resistance group, Chug Chaluzi, that aided Jews with food, housing, and
escape plans. Coming of age in a city under constant bombardment,

carrying on resistance work and a series of romantic gay relationships
despite the constant risk of arrest by the Gestapo, Beck reveals a
tenacity and irrepressible spirit that is his real legacy. His determination
to keep loving, living, and believing inevery human possibility without
compromise -- even in the face of the unthinkably monstrous -- makes
this quite a different story of the Holocaust.
Death March Escape - Jack J. Hersch 2018-10-30
“Blending elements of memoir, history, and biography,” the son of a
Holocaust survivor “portrays the horrifying reality of the . . .
concentration camps” (Midwest Book Review). In June 1944, the Nazis
locked eighteen-year-old Dave Hersch into a railroad boxcar and shipped
him from his hometown of Dej, Hungary, to Mauthausen Concentration
Camp, the harshest, cruelest camp in the Reich. After ten months in the
granite mines of Mauthausen’s nearby sub-camp, Gusen, he weighed less
than 80lbs, nothing but skin and bones. Somehow surviving the
relentless horrors of these two brutal camps, as Allied forces drew near
Dave was forced to join a death march to Gunskirchen Concentration
Camp, over thirty miles away. Soon after the start of the march, and
more dead than alive, Dave summoned a burst of energy he did not know
he had and escaped. Quickly recaptured, he managed to avoid being
killed by the guards. Put on another death march a few days later, he
achieved the impossible: he escaped again. Using only his father’s words
for guidance, Jack Hersch takes us along as he flies to Europe to learn
the secrets his father never told of his time in the camps. Beginning in
the verdant hills of his father’s Hungarian hometown, we accompany
Jack’s every step as he describes the unimaginable: what his father must
have seen and felt while struggling to survive in the most abominable
places on earth. “This deeply personal and extremely informative portrait
of a man of indomitable will to live, as Hersch emphasizes, reminds us of
why we must never forget nor trivialize the full, shocking truth about the
Holocaust.”—Booklist
Return to the Reich - Eric Lichtblau 2019
The remarkable story of Fred Mayer, a German-born Jew who escaped
Nazi Germany only to return as an American commando on a secret
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mission behind enemy lines. Growing up in Germany, Freddy Mayer
witnessed the Nazis' rise to power. When he was sixteen, his family made
the decision to flee to the United States--they were among the last
German Jews to escape, in 1938. In America, Freddy tried enlisting the
day after Pearl Harbor, only to be rejected as an "enemy alien" because
he was German. He was soon recruited to the OSS, the country's first spy
outfit before the CIA. Freddy, joined by Dutch Jewish refugee Hans
Wynberg and Nazi defector Franz Weber, parachuted into Austria as the
leader of Operation Greenup, meant to deter Hitler's last stand. He
posed as a Nazi officer and a French POW for months, dispatching
reports to theOSS via Hans, holed up with a radio in a nearby attic. The
reports contained a goldmine of information, provided key intelligence
about the Battle of the Bulge, and allowed the Allies to bomb twenty Nazi
trains. On the verge of the Allied victory, Freddy was captured by the
Gestapo and tortured and waterboarded for days. Remarkably, he
persuaded the Nazi commander for the region to surrender, completing
one of the most successful OSS missions of the war. Based on years of
research and interviews with Mayer himself, whom the author was able
to meet only months before his death at the age of ninety-four,Return to
the Reichis an eye-opening, unforgettable narrative of World War II
heroism.
The Day the Nazis Came Here - Stephen Matthews 2016-10
By the time he was six, Stephen had been bombarded by the Luftwaffe
and deported from occupied Guernsey, along with his family, to a prison
camp in the heart of the Third Reich. He had seen men die in front of
him, walked with Jews straight off the cattle-trucks from Bergen-Belsen,
and had his hand broken by a German guard for attempting to feed
Russian prisoners. After three and a half years of imprisonment, they
were eventually returned to a Guernsey which had been stricken to the
core by Nazi occupation. Told through Steven Matthews' own
extraordinary experiences, as well as writing from his mother's diaries
and previously unpublished photos of historical significance, this is an
utterly unique memoir. Depicting the world of Nazi prison camps
through the eyes of a child, it tells not just of the prisoners' desperate

plight, but provides a reminder that human kindness may flower in the
unlikeliest of places.
Ghost Waltz - Ingeborg Day 2014-06-24
A woman comes to terms with her family’s dark Nazi past in this memoir
from the author of Nine and a Half Weeks—A moving and profound
exploration of the legacy of war and hate on an individual life. Born in
Austria at the height of Word War II, Ingeborg Day grew up knowing
little about the early years of her life. When she came to America in 1957
as an exchange student, she heard for the first time references to Hitler,
Nazis, and the Holocaust, topics that were forbidden in her homeland
and her own house. Day married an American and stayed in the U.S.
permanently, a separation that created great physical and psychological
distance between herself and her father— a Nazi nobody, an out-of-work
locksmith’s apprentice who ended up joining the Austrian army, where
his musical talents blossomed in a military band. An early member of the
Nazi Party, he was automatically incorporated into the SS after the
Anschluss in 1938. But with the fall of the Third Reich, he refused to
speak of the past, determined to remain silent. Ghost Waltz, Day’s
astonishing and beautiful memoir, tells of her efforts to understand the
legacy of her Austrian past—one of unbearable horror mixed with
ordinary human patrimonies of family loyalty and affection. Moving back
and forth in time, from 1980s New York to World War I Austria under
Kaiser Franz Josef, she illuminates her country’s painful modern history
as well as her own memories of the war, of the Russian and English
occupations, and of the strangely silent 1950s. Day confronts the
question whether and how she was bequeathed a legacy of unvoiced antiSemitism, an inheritance that Ghost Waltz eloquently repudiates and
dispels.
The Fantastic Laboratory of Dr. Weigl: How Two Brave Scientists Battled
Typhus and Sabotaged the Nazis - Arthur Allen 2014-07-21
“Thought-provoking…[Allen] writes without sanctimony and never
simplifies the people in his book or the moral issues his story inevitably
raises." —Wall Street Journal Few diseases are more gruesome than
typhus. Transmitted by body lice, it afflicts the dispossessed—refugees,
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soldiers, and ghettoized peoples—causing hallucinations, terrible
headaches, boiling fever, and often death. The disease plagued the
German army on the Eastern Front and left the Reich desperate for a
vaccine. For this they turned to the brilliant and eccentric Polish
zoologist Rudolf Weigl. In the 1920s, Weigl had created the first typhus
vaccine using a method as bold as it was dangerous for its use of living
human subjects. The astonishing success of Weigl’s techniques attracted
the attention and admiration of the world—giving him cover during the
Nazi’s violent occupation of Lviv. His lab soon flourished as a hotbed of
resistance. Weigl hired otherwise doomed mathematicians, writers,
doctors, and other thinkers, protecting them from atrocity. The team
engaged in a sabotage campaign by sending illegal doses of the vaccine
into the Polish ghettos while shipping gallons of the weakened serum to
the Wehrmacht. Among the scientists saved by Weigl, who was a
Christian, was a gifted Jewish immunologist named Ludwik Fleck.
Condemned to Buchenwald and pressured to re-create the typhus
vaccine under the direction of a sadistic Nazi doctor, Erwin DingSchuler, Fleck had to make an awful choice between his scientific ideals
or the truth of his conscience. In risking his life to carry out a dramatic
subterfuge to vaccinate the camp’s most endangered prisoners, Fleck
performed an act of great heroism. Drawing on extensive research and
interviews with survivors, Arthur Allen tells the harrowing story of two
brave scientists—a Christian and a Jew— who put their expertise to the
best possible use, at the highest personal danger.
The Nazis Knew My Name - Magda Hellinger 2022-03-15
The “thought-provoking…must-read” (Ariana Neumann, author of When
Time Stopped) memoir by a Holocaust survivor who saved an untold
number of lives at Auschwitz through everyday acts of courage and
kindness—in the vein of A Bookshop in Berlin and The Nazi Officer’s
Wife. In March 1942, twenty-five-year-old kindergarten teacher Magda
Hellinger and nearly a thousand other young women were deported as
some of the first Jews to be sent to the Auschwitz concentration camp.
The SS soon discovered that by putting prisoners in charge of the day-today accommodation blocks, they could deflect attention away from

themselves. Magda was one such prisoner selected for leadership and
put in charge of hundreds of women in the notorious Experimental Block
10. She found herself constantly walking a dangerously fine line: saving
lives while avoiding suspicion by the SS and risking execution. Through
her inner strength and shrewd survival instincts, she was able to rise
above the horror and cruelty of the camps and build pivotal relationships
with the women under her watch, and even some of Auschwitz’s most
notorious Nazi senior officers. Based on Magda’s personal account and
completed by her daughter’s extensive research, this is “an
unputdownable account of resilience and the power of compassion”
(Booklist) in the face of indescribable evil.
Some Girls, Some Hats and Hitler - Trudi Kanter 2012-10-09
“ FOR EVEN IN NAZI VIENNA, Trudi realized, women still looked in the
mirror. . . . She knows that even in the bleak darkness, we feel, love,
desire. She left no child (she and Walter tried, with no success); her hats
are long lost, but her book is her legacy, discovered once again.” —From
the introduction by Linda Grant, a uthor of The Clothes on Their Backs,
The Thoughtful Dresser and We Had It So Good In 1938 Trudi Kanter,
stunningly beautiful, chic and charismatic, was a hat designer for the
best-dressed women in Vienna. She frequented the most elegant cafés.
She had suitors. She flew to Paris to see the latest fashions. And she fell
deeply in love with Walter Ehrlich, a charming and romantic
businessman. But as Hitler’s tanks rolled into Austria, the world this
young Jewish couple knew collapsed, leaving them desperate to escape.
In prose that cuts straight to the bone, Some Girls, Some Hats and Hitler
tells the true story of Trudi’s astonishing journey from Vienna to Prague
to blitzed London seeking safety for her and Walter amid the horror
engulfing Europe. It was her courage, resourcefulness and perseverance
that kept both her and her beloved safe during the Nazi invasion and that
make this an indelible memoir of love and survival. Sifting through a
secondhand bookshop in London, an English editor stumbled upon this
extraordinary book, and now, though she died in 1992, the world has a
second chance to discover Trudi Kanter’s enchanting story. In these
pages she is alive—vivid, tenacious and absolutely unforgettable.
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The Day the Nazis Came - Stephen Matthews 2021-02-02
An poignant and timeless true story of one child’s journey to a German
prison camp during World War II. The Day the Nazis Came is an utterly
unique memoir, depicting the world of prison camps through the eyes of
a child. Our narrator's parents did their best to protect his emotional
well-being, downplaying the extent of dangers and presenting every new
day as an adventure. But there is only so much you can do to hide such a
dark truth and, by the time he was six years old, Stephen Matthews had
actually seen and experienced things of unspeakable horror: he had
witnessed a bombardment by the Luftwaffe and had been deported from
occupied Guernsey, along with his family, to a prison camp in the heart
of Adolf Hitler's Third Reich; he had seen men die in front of him; he had
walked alongside Jews coming straight off the cattle-trucks from BergenBelsen; he had nearly drowned, been menaced by an Alsatian guard dog,
and had his hand broken by a German guard for attempting to feed
Russian prisoners. Against all odds, Stephen and his family endured over
three years of imprisonment, held together by their will to survive, their
love for each other, and the humor they had all been gifted with. But
when the war ended and they were set free, the home they eventually
returned to had been irremediably scarred and stricken by Nazi
occupation and so, once again, they had to fight to pick up the pieces.
Supported by and enriched with his mother’s diary notes, which had
been secreted away in an old leather-bound family Bible throughout the
years in the camp, The Day the Nazis Came is a phenomenal piece of
history as well as a heart-wrenching account of the horrors of the war
and deportation. It is, above all, a heart-warming tribute to the
preciousness of hope, of life, and of the indomitable spirit of man to
survive. And while honoring the memory of the three courageous
Germans who risked everything to protect as many as the prisoners in
their charge as they could, it also shows how human kindness may flower
and prevail in the unlikeliest of places.
Defying Hitler - Sebastian Haffner 2019-07-29
Defying Hitler was written in 1939 and focuses on the year 1933, when,
as Hitler assumed power, its author was a 25-year-old German law

student, in training to join the German courts as a junior administrator.
His book tries to answer two questions people have been asking since the
end of World War II: “How were the Nazis possible?” and “Why did no
one stop them?” Sebastian Haffner’s vivid first-person account, written in
real time and only much later discovered by his son, makes the rise of
the Nazis psychologically comprehensible. “An astonishing memoir... [a]
masterpiece.” — Gabriel Schoenfeld, The New York Times Book Review
“A short, stabbing, brilliant book... It is important, first, as evidence of
what one intelligent German knew in the 1930s about the unspeakable
nature of Nazism, at a time when the overwhelming majority of his
countrymen claim to have know nothing at all. And, second, for its rare
capacity to reawaken anger about those who made the Nazis possible.”
— Max Hastings, The Sunday Telegraph “Defying Hitler communicates
one of the most profound and absolute feelings of exile that any writer
has gotten between covers.” — Charles Taylor, Salon “Sebastian Haffner
was Germany’s political conscience, but it is only now that we can read
how he experienced the Nazi terror himself — that is a memoir of
frightening relevance today.” — Heinrich Jaenicke, Stern “The prophetic
insights of a fairly young man... help us understand the plight, as Haffner
refers to it, of the non-Nazi German.” — The Denver Post “Sebastian
Haffner’s Defying Hitler is a most brilliant and imaginative book — one of
the most important books we have ever published.” — Lord Weidenfeld
All the Frequent Troubles of Our Days - Rebecca Donner 2021-08-03
The INSTANT New York Times Bestseller Winner of the National Book
Critics Circle Award for Biography Winner of the PEN/Jacqueline Bograd
Weld Award Winner of the Chautauqua Prize Finalist for the Los Angeles
Times Book Award Finalist for the Plutarch Award A New York Times
Notable Book of 2021 A New York Times BookReview Editors’ Choice A
New York Times Critics' Top Pick of 2021 Wall Street Journal 10 Best
Books of 2021 Time Magazine 100 Must-Read Books of 2021 Publishers
Weekly Top Ten Books of 2021 An Economist Best Book of the Year A
New York Post Best Book of the Year A Milwaukee Journal Sentinel Best
Book of the Year Oprah Daily Best New Books of August A New York
Public Library Book of the Week In this “stunning literary achievement,”
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Donner chronicles the extraordinary life and brutal death of her greatgreat-aunt Mildred Harnack, the American leader of one of the largest
underground resistance groups in Germany during WWII—“a pageturner story of espionage, love and betrayal” (Kai Bird, winner of the
Pulitzer Prize for Biography) Born and raised in Milwaukee, Mildred
Harnack was twenty-six when she enrolled in a PhD program in Germany
and witnessed the meteoric rise of the Nazi party. In 1932, she began
holding secret meetings in her apartment—a small band of political
activists that by 1940 had grown into the largest underground resistance
group in Berlin. She recruited working-class Germans into the
resistance, helped Jews escape, plotted acts of sabotage, and
collaborated in writing leaflets that denounced Hitler and called for
revolution. Her coconspirators circulated through Berlin under the cover
of night, slipping the leaflets into mailboxes, public restrooms, phone
booths. When the first shots of the Second World War were fired, she
became a spy, couriering top-secret intelligence to the Allies. On the eve
of her escape to Sweden, she was ambushed by the Gestapo. At a Nazi
military court, a panel of five judges sentenced her to six years at a
prison camp, but Hitler overruled the decision and ordered her
execution. On February 16, 1943, she was strapped to a guillotine and
beheaded. Historians identify Mildred Harnack as the only American in
the leadership of the German resistance, yet her remarkable story has
remained almost unknown until now. Harnack’s great-great-niece
Rebecca Donner draws on her extensive archival research in Germany,
Russia, England, and the U.S. as well as newly uncovered documents in
her family archive to produce this astonishing work of narrative
nonfiction. Fusing elements of biography, real-life political thriller, and
scholarly detective story, Donner brilliantly interweaves letters, diary
entries, notes smuggled out of a Berlin prison, survivors’ testimony, and
a trove of declassified intelligence documents into a powerful, epic story,
reconstructing the moral courage of an enigmatic woman nearly erased
by history.
The Nazis Next Door - Eric Lichtblau 2014-10-28
A Newsweek Best Book of the Year: “Captivating . . . rooted in first-rate

research” (The New York Times Book Review). In this New York Times
bestseller, once-secret government records and interviews tell the full
story of the thousands of Nazis—from concentration camp guards to
high-level officers in the Third Reich—who came to the United States
after World War II and quietly settled into new lives. Many gained entry
on their own as self-styled war “refugees.” But some had help from the
US government. The CIA, the FBI, and the military all put Hitler’s
minions to work as spies, intelligence assets, and leading scientists and
engineers, whitewashing their histories. Only years after their arrival did
private sleuths and government prosecutors begin trying to identify the
hidden Nazis. Now, relying on a trove of newly disclosed documents and
scores of interviews, Pulitzer Prize–winning investigative reporter Eric
Lichtblau reveals this little-known and “disturbing” chapter of postwar
history (Salon).
Twenty and Ten - Claire Huchet Bishop 1984-01-01
Twenty school children hide ten Jewish children from the Nazis during
the occupation of France during World War II.
The Book Thief - Markus Zusak 2007-12-18
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • ONE OF TIME MAGAZINE’S 100
BEST YA BOOKS OF ALL TIME The extraordinary, beloved novel about
the ability of books to feed the soul even in the darkest of times. When
Death has a story to tell, you listen. It is 1939. Nazi Germany. The
country is holding its breath. Death has never been busier, and will
become busier still. Liesel Meminger is a foster girl living outside of
Munich, who scratches out a meager existence for herself by stealing
when she encounters something she can’t resist–books. With the help of
her accordion-playing foster father, she learns to read and shares her
stolen books with her neighbors during bombing raids as well as with the
Jewish man hidden in her basement. In superbly crafted writing that
burns with intensity, award-winning author Markus Zusak, author of I
Am the Messenger, has given us one of the most enduring stories of our
time. “The kind of book that can be life-changing.” —The New York
Times “Deserves a place on the same shelf with The Diary of a Young Girl
by Anne Frank.” —USA Today DON’T MISS BRIDGE OF CLAY, MARKUS
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ZUSAK’S FIRST NOVEL SINCE THE BOOK THIEF.
Hitler's Second Book - Adolf Hitler 2013-10-18
The unpublished followup to Hitler's autobiography never published
during the dictator's lifetime includes details of his vision for a foreign
policy based on continual aggression that would inevitably result in a
confrontation with the United States, which he saw as a major stumbling
block to his plans.
The Perfect Horse - Elizabeth Letts 2017-05-23
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • From the author of The Eighty-Dollar
Champion, the remarkable story of the heroic rescue of priceless horses
in the closing days of World War II WINNER OF THE PEN AWARD FOR
RESEARCH NONFICTION In the chaotic last days of the war, a small
troop of battle-weary American soldiers captures a German spy and
makes an astonishing find—his briefcase is empty but for photos of
beautiful white horses that have been stolen and kept on a secret farm
behind enemy lines. Hitler has stockpiled the world’s finest purebreds in
order to breed the perfect military machine—an equine master race. But
with the starving Russian army closing in, the animals are in imminent
danger of being slaughtered for food. With only hours to spare, one of
the U.S. Army’s last great cavalrymen, Colonel Hank Reed, makes a bold
decision—with General George Patton’s blessing—to mount a covert
rescue operation. Racing against time, Reed’s small but determined force
of soldiers, aided by several turncoat Germans, steals across enemy lines

in a last-ditch effort to save the horses. Pulling together this
multistranded story, Elizabeth Letts introduces us to an unforgettable
cast of characters: Alois Podhajsky, director of the famed Spanish Riding
School of Vienna, a former Olympic medalist who is forced to flee the
bomb-ravaged Austrian capital with his entire stable in tow; Gustav Rau,
Hitler’s imperious chief of horse breeding, a proponent of eugenics who
dreams of genetically engineering the perfect warhorse for Germany;
and Tom Stewart, a senator’s son who makes a daring moonlight ride on
a white stallion to secure the farm’s surrender. A compelling account for
animal lovers and World War II buffs alike, The Perfect Horse tells for
the first time the full story of these events. Elizabeth Letts’s exhilarating
tale of behind-enemy-lines adventure, courage, and sacrifice brings to
life one of the most inspiring chapters in the annals of human valor.
Praise for The Perfect Horse “Winningly readable . . . Letts captures both
the personalities and the stakes of this daring mission with such a sharp
ear for drama that the whole second half of the book reads like a WWII
thriller dreamed up by Alan Furst or Len Deighton. . . . The right director
could make a Hollywood classic out of this fairy tale.”—The Christian
Science Monitor “Letts, a lifelong equestrienne, eloquently brings
together the many facets of this unlikely, poignant story underscoring
the love and respect of man for horses.”—Kirkus Reviews
The Day the Germans Came - Ella Gyland 2022-01-31
Inspired by the incredible true story of how the people of Denmark saved
their Jewish neighbours during World War II
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